
Key Notes: 

 

1. Did the placket differently to avoid seaming: a) Picked up 13 stitches off the base of the buttonhole band, knit across. b) Next row, 

ssk one stitch off the edge of buttoned band and first stitch of buttonhole band, knit across. Repeat a) and b) to match the length of 

the buttoned band. 

2. Cabled Sleeves:  Knit bottom-up *in fingering yarn instead of worsted for the body*.  3-needle attached (like you do with 3-needle 

bind-off, except you're not binding off) to body's live stitches for sleeve.  Continue knitting in worsted yarn for another 3/4" and did 

purl-stretchy bind-off. 

3. Incorporated subtle variegation from waist down and a couple of stripes.  A great candidate for stash-busting project. 

4. Made it fitted with 3” darted bust, 1” short-row shoulder blades, and waist-shaping.  For darted bust, here is a good read for a how-

to. 

5. For sleeves, I went down to 2.0 mm to cast on 2-at-a-time. To accommodate the gauge difference and to give my cuff a “bell” flare, I 

added two more garter ridges, then decrease 4 stitches on each sleeve just before the reversed stockinette knitting with cable work. 

Skipped increases on Rounds 20 and 40 to suit my size.  First increase at Round 50, then 70, 80, 100 and so on...'til 70 stitches on 

each sleeves.  Followed rest of instruction to align attachment to body's sleeves.  Extended cables for 3 more *but gradually smaller 

in size* as shown in pictures. 

6. Since I had a late start, by the time I cast on, most modification and corrections have been in place.  Instruction was quite clear and 

easy-to-follow.  Most challenging part for most knitters would be building the shoulders/sleeves, but, have no fear...Connie shows 

you step-by-step to easily achieve optimal result!  The published pattern will have a photo diagram to show you what the shoulder 

increase should look like.  If you know how to do Magic or Turkish Cast-On for sock knitting, you won't have an issue with this set-up 

sleeve method. 

 

Total weight:  432g or 1084 yards 

92g used MadTosh Merino Light (387 yards); 306g Purple (643 yards); 24g Heather Plum (54 yards) (Stripes) 

 

Armhole to hem:  15"; Armhole circumference:  10"; Armhole to cuff:   16.5" 

Overlap Sleeve: 1" Height 

Set-In Shoulder to outer short sleeve:  8.5"; Set-In Shoulder to inner short sleeve:  9.25" 

Armhole to Waist Shaping:  2" Length; Armhole to Waist Increase:  7" Length  

Waist Increase from Armhole:  8"; Waist Increase Stopped from Armhole:  12" 

Even Knit to 13" then 1" garter-hem and p2tog bind-off.  

Waist Circumference:  26"; Hip Circumference:     35"; Chest Circumference:  33" 

Wrist Circumference:  9"; Collar Circumference: 10" 

Placket:  5.5" x 2.5" buttonhole band, 1.5" x2.5" contrast button band. 

Added 3" Dart Bust, 8" down from shoulder; started 1st wrap 8 stitch from armhole or 2" width 

Added 1" short-row shaping for shoulder blades 2" down from back shoulder. 

 

01.27.2012 Eager to get it dried.  Tossed in dryer for 20 minutes before running out to a film...the body is felted!!!   Strangely, it still fits...really 

FITTED.  I have a lot of the Violet hues so am contemplating to make another body again. 

01.26.2012 Decided to redo the bind off on body at knit-up this morning...much better.  Glad I did it.   

01.25.2012 Finished at last.  Extended center cables on sleeves.  Need to wash and shape tomorrow.  *Weight/yardage and detailed mods on 

body and sleeves to come over next day or two.* 

01.21.2012 Cast on sleeves two-at-a-time, magic loop way, only to rip out completely as it's too big for my *skin & bone arms*  Cast on again 

using 2.0mm two circulars instead of 2.75mm circular needles.  It's still roomy but much better than first so I am leaving it as it is. 

01.19.2012 Ripped back nearly to beginning as I missed 16 stitches over 8 rounds of increases.  Added 1" short-row shoulder-blade shaping in 

the back.  I did the placket differently to avoid seaming: 1) Picked up 13 stitches off the base of the buttonhole band, knit across. 2) Next row, 

ssk one stitch off the edge of buttoned band and first stitch of buttonhole band, knit across. Repeat 1) and 2) to match the length of the 

buttoned band.  In spite of mountains of stockinette stitches, I did get the whole seamless body knit up. 

01.17.2012 Cast On 

http://www.knittingdaily.com/blogs/daily/archive/2008/06/13/son-of-return-of-the-bust-darts.aspx

